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Structural Vibration Control for Broadband Noise
Attenuation in Enclosures
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This paper develops and evaluates several strategies for structural vibration control with the

objective of attenuating broadband noise inside a rectangular enclosure. The strategies evaluated

include model-independent collocated control, model-based feedback control and a new

"modal-estimate" feedback strategy. Collocated control requires no knowledge of model para

meters and enjoys the advantage of robustness. However, effective broadband noise attenuation

with colocated control requires a large number of sensor-actuator pairs. Model-based con

trollers, on the other hand, can be theoretically effective even with the use of a single actuator.

However, they suffer from a lack of robustness and are unsuitable from a practical point of view

for broadband structural vibration applications where the dynamic models are of large order

and poorly known. A new control strategy is developed based on attenuating a few structural

vibration modes that have the best coupling with the enclosure acoustics. Broadband attenuation

of these important modes can be achieved using a single actuator, a limited number of acc

elerometers and limited knowledge of a few modal functions. Simulation results are presented
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed strategy.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, much research effort has been

directed towards both the prediction and control

of cabin noise within commercial turbo-prop

aircraft, helicopters, automobiles and elevators

(MacMartin, 1994; Kuo and Morgan, 1999;

Simpson et aI., 1991; Fuller and Gibbs, 1994,

Silcox et aI., 1990). The broadband control of

sound in such enclosures is a challenging problem
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that has yet to be successfully addressed. In this

paper we address this problem for the particular

case of structure-borne noise (noise created by

structural vibrations).

The concept of controlling structural vibrations

to reduce transmitted or radiated noise is not

new (Watreman, Kaptein and Sarin, 1983) and

has been investigated by a variety of researchers

(Simpson et aI., 1991 ; Fuller et aI., 1992; Silcox

et aI., 1992; Fuller and Gibbs, 1994; Silcox et

aI., 1990; Rossetti et aI., 1994). However, most of

the literature on this subject uses sound pressure

feedback from within the enclosure. The ap

proach in this paper, on the other hand, is to do

purely structural control using feedback of struc

tural vibration sensors, but with the objective of

reducing noise transmission into the enclosure.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
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Similarly, for the acoustic cavity, the natural fre

quencies are given by [3J :

L
1

Fig. t Schematic of paneled box

(I)

(3)

supported boundary conditions. This is a rea

sonable assumption for a panel bolted onto the

frame. Closed form representations lor the normal

modes cxist (Blevins. 1979) for a thin rectangular

plate with simply supported boundary conditions.

The \vavc numbers ;\u and the structural reso

nance frequencics {or the platc lu are givcn by

(Hlevins, [979):

where c is the speed of sound in air, Lx, L y and

L z are the length of the sides of the box and r, S,

t arc the indices in the three coordinate directions

where i, j= 1,2,3, "',8 are the indices in the x
and y coordinates of the local coord inate system

attached to the plate. a, bare thc length of the

sides of the plate, h is the thickness, r is the mass

pCI' unit area, E is the Young's modulus and J/ is

the Poisson's ratio. The corresponding modal

!"unctions of the plate are mutually orthogonal

and afC given by

2. System Description
and Dynamic Modeling

In this paper a generic rectangular enclosure

formed by a paneled hox is considcrcd. There arc

six panels: tour on the sides and one each on the

roo!" and floor of the box. It is assumed that noise

is radi atcd into the cne!osure from the vibrations

of the tlcxiblc roof. Figure 1 shows a schematic of

thc structure. The framc of the structure is as

sumed to be made up of very stitl beam sections

bolted to each other. The panels are 1.59 X 10-3 III

thick aluminum sheets which are bolted onto the

frames at the boundaries. The dimensions of the

box are 0.635 X 0.889 X 0.889 meters. Many prac

tical applications may have more than one panel

on each side of the ti·amc.

The enclosed acoustic eavny is a rectangular

box for which closed form rcpresentations of the

modes exist (Blevins, 1979). Similarly, the panels

are rectangular and are assumed to have simply

brieny describes an analytical simulation model

Cor the structural acoustic vibrations in a paneled

box and motivates the approach oC structural

vibration contra I as opposed to direct acoustic

control. Section 3 evaluates the performance of

LQR and collocated structural control algorithms

in atlenuating broadhand enclosure noise. The

incITcctiveness and disadvantages of both these

controllers arc discussed. Section 4 describes the

coupling between the acoustic noi.,e radiated into

the enclosurc and the individual structural modes

of the vibrating panel. We show that a few of the

modcs couple very well with the acoustics and are

responsible lor a major fraction of the acoustic

energy radiated into the enclosure. Section 5 then

describes thc design of a new control algorithm

based on controlling important individual modes

of vibration. The design of an estimator to esti

mate modal signals Crom accelerometer measurc

mcnts is also presented. Scction 6 evaluates the

performance of the estimator-based controller.

Simulations are used to demonstrate both the

attenuation of the important structural vibration

modes as well as attenuation of acoustic pressure

inside the enclosure.
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Fig. 2 J\iumber of structural and acoustIc modes ~IS a

functlOn or rreq L1cncy range

(5)
p(x, y, Z, n= - Po¢;

cp(x, Y, Z, t) = "'2. an (t) Fn(x, y, 2)
n

It is to be noted that in the case where a thin

nexible membrane is involved, it might be impor

tant to consider the ini1uence or thc acoustic

pressure on the strueturaJ vibrations. Sincc this

paper consider a 1.59 mm thick aluminul1l panel,

it is very reasonablc to ignorc tbe influence of

the ucoLlstic pressurc on the structural vihrations.

Ignoring the effect of acoustic pressure variations

all the structural vibrations of the pancl (a rea

sonable assumption). the dynamic cq lIation for

each structuruJ mode is given by

where N" is the gencralized modal mass, V is the

volume of the enclosure, W n= 27rfrs' , ~a is the

acoustic Inodal damping ratio, AI" is the area of

the vibrating roof, Co is the speed of sound in air,

qm (t) is the contribution (weight) of the in-th

structural Inode shape and L mn is the vibro

acoustic coupling term defrned by

where F" (x, y, z) is the n-th acoustic mode

shapc,· all (t) arc the weights that arc functions of

time, po is the nominal density of air, and cp(x, .V,

z, tI 'IS the acoustic mode.

2.1 Acoustic dynamics in the enclosure

Using the modal approach to modeling (Srini

vasan and Rajamani, 1998), the acoustic pressurc

p(x; y, z, t) at any point in the enclosure can be

expressed as it series in terms of the natural

acoustic modes of the enclosure;

2.2 Struetural dynamics of the panels

Tile structural vibrations of the panel call be

similarly expresscd as a scries In terms or the

structural modal functions as

Thc dynamic equation for each acoustic mode is

given by l3] ;

"./

.//
9

Fn(x, y, z) = Frs! (x, y. z)

( nrx ) ( S lfY ) ( tlfZ )
~ cos T; cos T~- cos T~-

. .
(4)

of the box. The corresponding acoustic modal

functions are given by

W[I

I!~H)

8[.1

I'D
'.I,." DJ.=,,e

5-1:1
~

l ''k:1

?oJ

A total of 64 structural modes and 10 acoustic

modcs are uscd in the model. The total number of

acoustic modes have been chosen so as to span the

broadband frcq uency range 0-500 I-Iz. The order

of the coupled system is therefore 74 and the

state-space modcl is of size 148.

The size 01' the stale-space model for the 0-500

[-]z broadband problem gives us an indication of

how tough the broadband acoustic control prob

lem is. An adaptive contro11er based on active

noise cancellation would be complicated to de

:sign and implement because of the large number

(10) of acoustic degrees of freedom to be con

trolled. Though the number of structural degrees

of frccdom is also high for th is particular broad

band range, thc number of structural modes in

crcase linearly with frequency while the number

of acoustic modes increase cubically, as shown in

Fig. 2. For active control or sound in the 0·- 1000

Hz range, one might consider controlling the

structural modes d ireclly or controlling a few

important structural modes instead of doing

acoustic control. This motivation will become

clearer later in the papcr.
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Fig. 3 Disturbance to acceleration transfer function
at the centcr of the panel

tion for the excited plate are a=0.889 m, h=
0.635 m, h=0.OOI6 m, £=72 X 109 N/m2

, /)=0.32

and r=2800*0.Ol6 kg/m2 corresponding to a

density of 2800 kg/m3 for alnminum. The para

meters used for the acoustic enclosure arc L x = (1,

Ly=b and L 2 =a. The damping ratio was as

sumed to be I %for all the structural and acoustic

modes.

(J:3;::h,,=,j ~ Ijp~n·j(jDp

1(1 _.._._.~, .. '~~·"T'·'-r-~~9

3.) The optimal linear quadratic regulator
(LQR)

Using a single force actuator at the center of

the panel, the LQR controller can be used to con

trol the vibrations of the panel. Full-state feed

back (knowledge of all the modal displacements

qm (t) and their derivatives am (t)) is assumed.

Figure 3 shows the disturbance to acceleration

transfer function at the center of the panel. Thc

state weighting matrix Q is assumed to be identity

while the control weighting matrix R is assum

ed (0 be 0.00 1. We see that the LQR controllcr

damps the resonant pcaks of the acceleration

transfer function and provides good vibration

attenuation at the resonant freqnencies.

Figure 4 shows the disturbance force to acous

tic noisc transfer function, with the microphone

assumed to be at one of the 4 corners of the

enclosure closest to the vibrating panel. We see

that while the acoustic noise is reduced at the

resonant frequency of 100 Hz, noise attenuation

Two wcll-known structural vibration control

stratcgies are evaluated in this section and their

performance in terms of enclosure noise altenua~

tion studied. The parameters used in the simula-

3. Evaluation of LQR
and COllocated Structural Control
Laws for Structural Attenuation

\vhcrc Mm is thc structural modal mass, wm=l71fi.i

and Q~ is the generalized force due to external

agents acting on the panel given by

Q,T, = - IvE (x, y) if", (x, y) dA (J 0)
A,

where lV1", M A are the mass matrices for the

panels and the acoustic cavity, C', CA and K S
,

K A are the damping and the stiffncss matrices

respectively. G2 is the vibro-acoustic coupling

term and D is the input matrix which determines

where the actuator and disturbance input forces

act on the panel. HI, J-h and HJ are the output

matrices which determine the variables available

tor measuremcnt. In this paper, tllc output sigl1als

are assumed to be accelerometers at various loca

tions on the panel.

y=n {q} +1I2 {q} +IlJu
a (1

[~S ;AJ{~}+[~8 ~AJ{~}

+ [ZZ ~J {~} +[~" ;A] {~} = [~J Ii ( I J)

M L .. + 2 J _QE
111 qm wmq", ,- 111

We will assume that the external forces on the

panel include a point force actuator at the center

or the panel and H disturbance (oree that varies

with tinle but acts uniformly over the panel. For

a point [oree actuator, 1l (x, y) is a Dirac-delta

function at the location of the actuator. For a

uniiorm pressure force acting on the panel, pE (x,
y) is a constant.

for multiple modes in the panels and acoustics,

the coupled matrix equations of motion in 2nd

order form in the presence of damping are given

by (Srinivasan ane! Rajamani, 1998):
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Fig. 4 Disturbance to acoustic noise transfer func
lion with LQR controller (with microphone

at near corner or enclosure)

Fig. 5 Disturbance to acoustic noisc transfer func
tion with collocated control (with IlllCro
phone at near corner of enclosure)

is not obtained at frequencies beyond 100 Hz.

This indicates that reducing the resonant vibra

tions of the panel is not sufficient to yidd broad

band enclosure noise attenuation.

The LQR controller with simple-minded Q
and R weights described above thus fails to meet

the performance specification of broadband noise

attenuation. In addition, the LQR controller is

unrcalistic because it requires feedback of all

states which could only be obtained by using a

huge grid of position and velocity sensors.

3.2 Collocated contl'ol

Collocated control is otten uscd in vibration

attcnuation applications [2J. The panel is as

sumed to 11ave a grid of collOCllted point force

actuators and accelerometers. Tbe mass effect of

the point knce actuators and accelerometers arc

neglected in this analytic study. The velocity at

each location is obtained by integrating the acc

elerometer and then fed back to thc actuator at the

same location with an appropriate gai n ;

where Zi is the absolute velocity at the location

of the i-th accelcrometer. The transfer function

from co llocated vclocity to force is dissipative and

this guarantees stability of the closed-loop system

[2]. This contro\ technique i, Tobu,t and prac

tical, requiring absol utely no knowledge of plant

parametcrs. The disadvantage or the technique

lies in the fact that it rcq ui res many sensors and

actuators in order to be effective and is therefore

expensive. Figure 5 shows the acoustic noise at

tenuation performance of the collocated control

ler with a grid of 36 sensor 'actuator pairs. While

the performance is superior to thal of the LQR

controller and significant noise attenuation is

obtained up [0 a frequency of 200 Hz, we sce that

the expense of 36 sensor-actuator pairs cannot

be adequately justified. The perCormance spec

ification of broadband attenuation up to 500 II"

IS not met.

4. Study of Structural-Acoustic
Coupling

This section looks at the coupling betwccn

structural and acoustic vibrations, with thc ob

jective of identi(ying the structural modes that

couple strongly with acoustic radiation.

From Eq, (6), the relation betwecn the struc

tural and acoustic contribution factors is seen to

be given by

)
C~flF

where GIn (S = VN ( ,2 --2 c: ,+------z;.- for each
" 5 + "aWnS WI/)

value of nand m,
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The total acoustic energy contributed by each

structural mode 10 all the acoustic modes can be

calculated as a sum of kinetic and potcntial cner

gies:

5. New Modal-Feedback
Control Strategy

The acoustic encrgy contribution of each struc

wral mode has been calculated by integrating the

right-hand~sideof Eq. (14) over the broadband

frequency range of interest (0-300 Hz). The result

is shown in Fig. 6 in terms of the fraction of total

acoustic energy contributed by each of the struc

tural modes.

It can be concluded from the figure that the

firs! s!ructural mode (with indices (1, 1)) couples

most with thc acoustics and radiatcs thc most

acoustic cnergy. AIso the first few structural

modes are thc strongest acoustic radiators. It is

therefore cxpectcd that suppression of the first

few structural modcs will yield significant levels

of sound attenuation in the enclosure. In partiCll

lar, suppression of the first structural mode (ql)

will be sufficient to yield significant noise reduc

ti on.

or

E -~~rTT'2~ ~NTT2 2
-a- 2 nil vall I- 2 n vwnan

~a = r~ 2] Nn VI jwG (jW) 1
2 Cnm

Om I n

I 2 I (.) 12 ~ ]+-2 N" Vw" G JW L m".

(13)

( 14)

The inability of the LQR controller to provide

broadband noise attenuation can be understood

in light of the results of section 4. Figure 7 shows

the magnitude of thc transfer function from dis

turbance [Q i;h using the LQR controller. We see

tlu\t while the resonant peak of this mode is well

attenuated by the LQR controller, the magnitude

of ch is not attenuated at frequencics beyond the

resonant Creq uency. Since the ell modc is respon

sible for a significant fraction of the acoustic

noise propagation into the enclosure, the LQR

controller only manages to attenuate noise at the

ql resonant frequency but does not achieve broad

band noise attenuation.

A new control technique is therefore sought so

as to achieve broad bund attenuation of the (lJ

mode. Additionally, a desirable characteristic of

the new control law would be the requiremellt for

less sensors compared to thc LQR controller and

less actuators compared to the collocated con

troller.

The following control law is proposed using a
single actuator al the center of the panel

( 15)

Claim 1 : With the gains k a and k~ appropriately

c]lOSeJ1, the control law EL]. (15)

Int'::tJratell' al~I]~J~":t!c I::!n~rgv l.1r o:3'ch n{1xtw-;gt mode

::r-"-~"-~~~-"

;"71
~ I
.~ C113~
~ [!,.5
~

io~~
Ii: u,. ~

:) ,...:.~_,_.._*u.~... j
o :5 10 "15 21) 2~ :30 ,j5 40

'::tI1Jc:t lJr.31 rTIl)dt:' nurrrb.:r

Fig. 6 hactioll of acoustic energy contributed by

eacb structural mode

'" cb.3~-':~Jt:'d ~'P"'D·J(I(I~I 's.:dl,j :-C"f.:':;~lj-i':'''Jp
10 ,~~". , ~.••~- ••~~'.

'.'
10

L'
1(1

Fig. 7 Disturbance to (j, transfer ["unction usmg the

LQR controller
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00

a(xi, Yj) = 2..: >/tm(Xi, YJ) Qm (16)
m=l

if an infinite number of structural modes for the

panel is assumed. For a given frequency range of

significance, assume the number of significant

structural modes is e. The vector of accelerations

(l (Xi, y,) can then be approximated as

(a) provides broadband attenuation of the (/1

mode and

(b) ensures that the magnitudes of all the

modes (j2, (/3, "', Om are bounded in the presence

of a bounded disturbance force on the vibrating

panel.

Thc proof of this claim is presented in the

A ppcnc1ix.

Having determined a control law suitable for

broad band active noise attenuation, it is now

necessary to design a suitable estimator for an

esti mate of the 'rh mode in order to enable im

plementation of the cOlltrollaw. For this purpose,

a grid of nacc accelerometers, at locations (x" y,.)
are used. The output, a (xi, Jli) measured at a

location (Xi, y,.) by the eorrespondi ng accelero

meter is given by

where

I(l (Xl, Yl)! 'if ll
A = a (X2, )12) = Iff e~2

a (Xn",c' )lnaccl ;2
( 17)

Note that once the broadband frequency region of

interest has been defined, the modes of signifi

cance are then automatically defined. N () matter

how many modes of vibration the panel may

have, the higher modes will not contribute in the

broadband fi'equeney of interest. Therefore the

number of significant modes is fixed and inde

pendent of the [otal nUlnber of modes llsed in the

panel model.

6. Results

From the estimated vector in Eq. (19), only

the first mode is used for feedback. For the par~

ticular panel under consideratio 11. 9 pal1el modes

arc found to be significant in the 0-500 Hz range.

Of these. only the 4 symmetric modes are excited

when the disturbance on the vibrating panel is

uniform pressure. A grid of 4 accelerometers is

therefore used to estimate the Ql 111Ode. Figure 8

illu~trates the re~utts or the iii estimation algo

rithm. Although the number of struct1!ral modes

modeled in this simulation is 64, thc lise of 4

accelerometers is su tlicienr to accurately cstimate

ij, at all frequencies up to 1000 Hz. j'igure 9

illustrates the result of ejl feedback. We observe

significant attenuation or ih (by a factor of 100)

in the broadband 0- 500 Hz range and attenuation

by a factor of 1000 al the resonant rrequellcy.

The elTect of the attenuation of the (jl mode on

with the columns of the matrix 1fr being the struc

tural modes that arc significant in the frequency

range of interest calculated at the locations of the

accelerometers. The number of accelerometers can

be chosen to be equal to the number of sig11ificant

modes so as to obtain an invertible square 1jJ

matrix. The 'modal acceleration' state vector can

then be estimated as

WI

¢Jh y,~1

WI,Ctl~

tjr", (X2,~ J",)

We (Xl, 'vI)

¢eCt1, y,:,
(J 8)

( 19)

,)r~'~;:~~"'~ '~"1

I"" 1 .~./f~ _ .._.-_._~- .~ -1

~ r // ji1O.
j f- .,../

. ./.,/'

j w,t/·// j

",'\__._,~-~~~._~----~ ..~~~~..~~-~- -~.~~j
[] ~ ;:

10 11) W ll-

~f>::qlJ-::nL:~ (H.~.l

l,'ig. 8 Disturbance to ij 1 transfer funcli on ; estimated

and actual
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the enclosure acoustics is shown in Figs. 10 and

II. We observe significant broadband reduction

in acoustic pressure (by more than a factor of 10

over the entire 0·· 500 Hz range) .

7. Conclusions

Model-based and co-located controllers \vere

evaluated for structural vibration control and

their effect on noise auenuation in the enclosure

studied. It was observed that neither controller

was able to achieve broad band noise attenuution.

They also have associated disadvantages. A new

control strategy was developed based on identifi

cation and attenuation of the few structural vi

bration modes that have the best coupling with

the enclosure acoustics. Broadband attenuation of

these important modes was achieved using a sin

gle actuator, a limited number of accelerometers

and limited knowledge of a few modal functions.

Simulation results were presented to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the developed strategy. The

developed strategy is robust, uses limited knowl

edge of the plant, and achieves excellent attenua

tion with a single actuator and a grid of limited

sensors .

l(l""

2' ••/>.
1(1 r~""·

ID31_,_~~~u _._~__J L ,.~~__

o
10 10

:: r-~~-"-'-~--
o

HI ~

Fig. 9 Disturbancc to ih transfer flll1cLJon; open

loop and closed-loop
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following closed loop disturbance to Ql mode
transfer function

G ql al2 (
clOsed-loop D (l +ka)s2+ (ku+ 2,;Wl) s+wf 22)

A suitable choice of ku and ka then provides the

desired broadband attenuation of the ql mode.

The gain klJ attenuates the resonant peak of the Ql

mode while the gain ka attenuates the magnitude

of the ql mode at frequencies beyond the reso

nant frequency. Note that the high frequency

asymptote of the transfer function in Eq. (22) is

influenced purely by the gain ka . lit feedback is

therefore necessary in order to obtain broadband

attenuation of ql.

The influence of the control law on the other

structural modes of the vibrating panel can be

studied from the equation

d
2
qm +2 E ' 2

dt2 <,WmQm+Wmq.. (23)

=a"l (- kaih - kuql) +a..2D

Since the unforced equation d;~2m +2,;wmqm+
w;,qm =0 is asymptotically stable and the inputs

ql. (it and D to Eq. (23) are all bounded, the

states q.. and q", are guaranteed to be bounded

for all the modes. This completes the proof.


